A uniform topology xm induced by a set M of finite measures on a quantum logic L is studied. If m is a valuation on L, the topology xm induced by {m} is equivalent to the topology induced by the pseudometric p(a ,b) = m(aAb). If the set M of measures is large enough, the topology tm reflects in some sense the structure of L : if L is a continuous geometry and the measures are totally additive, xm is weaker than the order topology T0 on L. If L is atomic, xm is stronger than x0 . On a separable Hubert space logic, xm coincides with the discrete topology. Some cases are found in which xm = x0 ■
Introduction
A finite measure to on a Boolean algebra B induces a pseudometric topology on B by the function pw(a,b) -oe(aAb), where A denotes the symmetric difference. In the quantum logic approach, the function pw is a pseudometric iff to is subadditive, or equivalently, iff to is a valuation [5] . However, there are many important examples of quantum logics having no subadditive finite measure.
In [5] , a uniform topology tw induced by a finite measure to on a quantum logic (=orthomodular cr-lattice) L has been introduced. It has been shown that provided that a» is a valuation (e.g. if L is a Boolean algebra), the topology roe coincides with the topology induced by the pseudometric pw. In the present paper, we study properties of a uniform topology tm induced by a set M of finite measures on a logic L. We compare the xM topology with the order topology xQ on L.
Basic facts and definitions
By a (quantum) logic we mean an orthomodular cr-lattice L (see [7, p. 42] for the definition). For a E L we denote by a the orthocomplement of a. (For more details on logics see [1] , [2] , [3], [6] , [7] .) Let M be a set of finite measures on L. We say that M is -separating if a / 0 =>• 3m E M: m(a) / 0 ; -unital if a ^ I => 3m E M: m(a) = 0 ; -ordering if a £ b => 3m E M: m(a) > m(b).
Clearly, if M is ordering or unital, it is separating. A measure to on L is faithful if {<y} is separating.
Let to be a finite measure on L. For every x E L we define the mappings pxw : LxL -R+ , pxA : LxL -R+ by
It is easy to verify that D = {pxy\x E L}U {pxA\x e L} forms a collection of pseudometrics on L. Thus the collection D induces some uniformity on L which is compatible with some topology on L. Denote this topology by rw . Then for a net (aa)a€A of points of the topological space (L, r^) and a e L it holds aa ^+ a iff co(aa Vx)-» to(a V x) and to(aa A x) -* to(a A x) for every x E L. In other words, xw is the weakest topology in which all the functionals fxy(a) = to(a Vx), fxr,(d) = to(a Ax) are continuous for every x E L. In [5] , following properties of the topology rw have been proved. Theorem 1. Let L be a logic and let to: L -* R+ be a measure. Let t^ be the uniform topology on L induced by to. Then 
Relations between tm-topology and the order topology
Let M be a set of finite measures on a logic L. We define a t^-topology as follows: aa ^+ a if aa ^ a for any m E M. Let L be a complete orthomodular lattice (=complete quantum logic). The net (aa)a(o)-converges to a (written aa A a) if lim sup aa = liminfaa = a, where lim sup aa = A"VQ>"aa , liminf aa = V" Aa>ß aa . The order topology x0 on L is the strongest topology such that (o)-convergence of a net implies the topological convergence. If we consider instead of nets only sequences, we obtain (oi)-convergence and r0i-topology (=sequential order topology). In general, xos D x0 . The equality xos = x0 in L holds iff L is separable (i.e. if any set of pairwise orthogonal nonzero elements of L is at most countable) (see [2] , [6] ). An element a of L is an atom if a covers 0 (i.e. 0 < b < a implies b = a or b = 0). A logic L is atomic if every element of L contains an atom, and L is atomistic if every element in L is the supremum of all atoms lying under it. It is easy to prove that any atomic orthomodular lattice is atomistic. A logic L is (o)-continuous if aa / a implies aa A b / a A b for every b e L (where aa / a means that the net (aa)a is nondecreasing and Waa = a). By duality we obtain that aa \ a implies aaVb\a\/b for every b eL. We note that if L is complete and modular, it is a continuous geometry (a well-known result of Kaplansky), and therefore it is (o)-continuous.
The definition of (O)-convergence can be generalized to logics not necessarily complete. In such a case, (O)-convergence is defined as follows: aa -► a if there are nets (b ) , (c ) such that b < a < c for every a and b /a, ca/a (see [2] , [6] ). obtain that there is a ßx(n,m) E A such that for all a > ßx(n,m) we have x™ < aa. We may suppose that ßx(l,m) < ßx(2,m) < •■■ . Similarly, there is a ß2(n,m) such that y™ < aa for a > ß2(n,m), and we may suppose that ß2( 1, m) < ß2(2, m) < ■■ ■ . Let y be the set of all finite subsets of M. For a given F e £?~ and a given n E N, we choose y(n,F) E A such that y(n,F) > ßi(n,m) for all m E F and i = 1,2. Then for any a > y(n,F) we have Vm6f V,<^,m < ^ < (VmeFV,<ny?t ■ Let B = {(n,F)\n E N, F E &~}. Define a partial ordering on B by putting (nx,Fx) < (n2,F2) iff «, < n2 and Fx c F2. Then B with this ordering is a directed set. The net (Vm6/r V,<"*rW)€Ä is nondecreasing and Vm€f V,-<"x? / a ■ Indeed, suppose that \/m€F V,<" x¡ < b Aa for all (n,F) e B. If b A a < a , there is an atom z < a, z < (b Aa) < (x(m) for all i E N and all m E M. But this implies that z L xu for all v (since M is separating, to every xv there is mE M such that m(xv) ^ 0), which contradicts the maximality of (xv)v . In a similar way we obtain that the net (\/meF V,<" y^\n f)&b *s nondecreasing and VmerV&y? Sa±-ThUS (a(«,F))(«,F)€fi'Where %,F)=ay(n,F) f°r a11
(n, F) E B, is a net of points of G such that a,n F) -^ a. Hence a E G, i.e., G is also r^-closed. This proves that xM D x0 .
We say that L satisfies a finite chain condition (fee) if every chain in L has a finite length. If L satisfies fee, it is atomic, (o)-continuous and separable. This implies the following. Corollary 2. If L satisfies fee and M is a separating set of finite measures on L, then xQS = xo = xM and all these topologies are discrete.
Corollary 3. Let L be an atomic logic and to be a faithful finite measure on L.
Then xw D xo = xos. If L is also (o)-continuous, then t(ü-x0 = xos .
Proof. Let (av)v be a maximal set of pairwise orthogonal elements in L. There is an at most countable subset (a")"eN of (av)v such that to(av) = 0 if av â n, n E N. Since to is faithful, av = 0 for av # an , n E N. Hence L is separable so that xos -x0. Theorem 3 implies that xm D x0. The rest of the proof is straightforward. To prove this assertion, we need two lemmas. (ii) 3a, < a2 < ... such that aa A 0.
Proof. Let M = {mx ,m2, ... ,mn} . Define tp = mx + m2 +-rmn. Then tp(aa) -► 0 and in view of Lemma 1: -Either, there is an index a0 E A such that for every a > a0 it holds <p(aa) = 0. Thus mk(aa) = 0 for every mkE M and hence aa = 0. and, since L is (o)-continuous, we obtain aa ^* a (see [6] ). This proves that ta/ -> ros ■ From me (o)-continuity of L we obtain that xM = xos. Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3, if aa T-% a, then for every atom x, x<a implies x < Aa>ß{x) aa for some ß(x). Put bß = ¡\a>ß aa . Then (bß)ß is nondecreasing, and since L(H) is separable, there is a sequence (bn)n c (bfi) such that V bn -V bß (see e.g. [6] ). Suppose that \lneNbn ^ bk for all k E N. Choose a sequence of orthogonal vectors un E bn -bn_x, n E N. Put v = Y^=xcnun, 0 ,¿ cn E C. Denote by [v] the one-dimensional subspace generated by v . Then [v] ^ bn, n E N, but [v] < V"€n ^" = a, a contradiction. Therefore, the sequence (bn)n , and hence the net (bß)ß , has a maximal element, say bß -a. Therefore, AQ>« aa -f\a>ß0 aa ^or aß > ß0. In the same manner, using the fact that y < a (y an atom) implies y -h°>ßW Ut ' We ShOW that Cß -Va>ß aa ■* Va>ß, °a = U f°f &U ß > ßl ■
We have found two stationary nets (ba), (ca) such that ba < aa < ca for all a>y, where y > ßQ, ßx. Therefore (aa)a is a stationary net.
